Helped Nykaa, India’s largest omnichannel beauty destination,
get to customers faster with 50% reduced AWS spends

Engagement Overview
TO THE NEW helped Nykaa, an Indian retail seller of beauty, wellness, and fashion products, to achieve faster time-tomarket by reducing deployment time and automating the delivery pipeline while also optimizing their AWS infrastructure
costs. TO THE NEW is also engaged with ‘Nykaa Man’ and ‘Nykaa Fashion’ platforms.

About the Customer

Industry: Digital Commerce

Founded in 2012, Nykaa has emerged as India’s biggest online destination for
beauty and wellness. With 1,000+ brands, 500,000+ products, and delivery
across India, the brand strives to be the one-stop-shop for consumers,
offering a comprehensive selection of beauty, grooming, wellness, luxury,
and fashion products. Nykaa retails 100% authentic products sourced
directly from brands, via its online portals and physical stores.

Business Challenge
Nykaa was running an extremely complex infrastructure setup on AWS
with over 200 servers, facing challenges such as:
The infrastructure was managed by different development teams,
without any standard deployment procedures
Assets were provisioned, configured, and managed manually, leading to a lot of delays and being highly prone to errors

Business Solution
Nykaa engaged TO THE NEW for a faster time-to-market and to drive scalability by using CI/CD to automate their delivery
pipeline while also optimizing spends on Cloud.
Infrastructure control and provisioning in accordance with the industry standards and protocols resulting in a greatly
reduced deployment time and increased deployment frequency
Migrated from monolithic framework to microservices for scalability, reusability, and efficiency
Leveraged Docker and Amazon Elastic Container Service (ECS) to build highly scalable environments that leverage spot
instances and auto-scaling to dynamically scale with any change in website traffic
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Audited existing infrastructure against AWS best practices with below implementations:
Configuration management tool
Infrastructure as code
CI/CD pipelines
Security automation

Technical Excellence
Infrastructure provisioned and managed in multiple AWS accounts, and in the initial days moved the complete stack
from EC2 Classic to VPC
Reduced time to onboard new services via Jenkins, Terraform, and Jenkins Pipeline
Implemented highly scalable Kafka and ELK stack for centralized logging and analysis
Using Chef to manage EC2 configuration across different environments
Implemented TIG stack (Telegraf, Influx, and Grafana) for infrastructure and business metrics monitoring and NewRelic
for applications performance monitoring
Implemented AWS Security best practices using Trusted Advisor, Guard Duty, Secret Manager, Security Hub, and Inspector

AWS Services Used
Amazon VPC to launch AWS resources in a virtual network
Amazon Elastic Container Service for quickly managing the containers
Amazon RDS to set up, operate, and scale a relational database
Amazon S3 and Amazon Glacier for online file storage and data archiving
Amazon ElastiCache (Redis) to deploy, operate, and scale an in-memory data store or cache in the cloud
Amazon Simple Notification Service (SNS) to coordinate and manage the delivery or sending of messages to
subscribing endpoints or clients
Amazon Simple Email Service (SES) to increase the effectiveness of email marketing on cloud
Amazon Application Load Balancer (ALB) to ensure content-based routing
Amazon Route 53, a scalable domain name system (DNS) service, to direct end-users to applications
Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS) to store persistent data
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) for securely controlling access to AWS services
Amazon CloudWatch to collect information, track metrics and monitor infrastructure on AWS cloud constantly
Amazon CloudFront for caching static and dynamic content for different platforms

Business Outcome
TO THE NEW worked with Nykaa to reduce their AWS spends while retaining scalability, and flexibility and dynamically
helping scale Nykaa with any change in website traffic.
Optimized the infrastructure cost by reducing the monthly AWS cost by 50%, lowering the spend from $135K to $70K
within a short span of four months at the beginning of the engagement
Provided 24/7 monitoring and stringent SLAs to ensure 99.99% availability
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Improved time to market by reducing time to provision and deploy new services from 90 mins to 10 mins
Implemented one-click rollback and deployment with zero downtime
Provided the necessary support during major sales on the online store, where the brand has done almost 20x the daily
business in one day

Know more about our Cloud & DevOps services
www.tothenew.com

Talk to Our Experts
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